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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN THEOREM 
In the previous paper [4], for systems of n rational differential equa- 
tions, we defined several concepts (e.g., the singular initial set Y, vertical 
singularity sets of the kth kind (k = 1, . . . . n + l), covering singularity sets of 
the kth kind (k= 1, . . . . n), the fixed singularity set of the kth kind Ok 
(k = 1, . . . . n + l), and so on), and proved the theorems which are 
generalizations of Painleve’s theorem. 
In this paper, using these concepts and the theorems, we study cluster 
sets of solutions of systems of n rational differential equations at essential 
singularities and prove the Picard type theorem for essential singularities of 
solutions. 
Through this paper, let DC C be a domain, &, the integral domain 
of holomorphic functions on D with the independent variable x, and 
hs-Yl 9 .--7 y,] the polynomial ring in y,, . . . . y, over Q,. As is mentioned in 
c41, @MY, 3 a..? y,] is not a UFD, but a similar prime factorization theorem 
holds. Any polynomial in OD[y,, . . . . y”] is decomposed into irreducible 
polynomials by this theorem. 
1. Kimura’s Picard Type Theorems 
T. Kimura [2] obtained an important theorem on essential singularities 
of solutions of the first order rational differential equations. 
Consider an equation 
4 P(x,Y) -=- 
dx Qkv, 
PI) 
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with relatively prime P, Q E O,[ y]. Note that if a solution of (E, ) has an 
essential singularity on 5 ED, then 5 is a point in the set 0, = 
{aWQh~,-o) ( i.e., t is a fixed singularity of the first kind). 
THEOREM c1 (Kimura [2]). Let @ be a global solution of (E,), and let 93 
be the Riemann surface of @. Suppose that CD has an essential singularity o 
on < E 01, and let S, be the cluster set of Q, at w. Then, 
(I) S, = P (the complex projective line) 
(II) (The Picard Type Property) CD takes every value in C - 
{q E C 1 P( 5, v) = 0} in any neighborhood % of o. 
He obtained a similar result for the second order rational differential 
equations ( [ 31). 
Consider an equation 
d*y W, Y, dyldx) -= 
dx* Qb, Y, dyldx) 
F2) 
with relatively prime P, Q E cO,[y, dy/dx]. As in [4, $41, we rewrite (F2) 





dz W, Y, z) 
&= Q(x, y, z)’ 
and extend (E;) to the systems (E;--i)(i= l-4) on the manifold 
X= D x C(*), where C’*) is a Hirzebruch surface. X(*) is a compact complex 
manifold obtained by gluing four copies of C’. In fact, we can take its atlas 
{( Ui, rcj)}4=, as follows: 
KJ Vi) = C*(i = 1 - 4). 
(Y, Z)E~1(Ul)Y (Y? S)EK*(U*), (0, W)EdUd, (0, t)EG(Ud* 
s = l/z, V = l/y, w = -z/y*, t = l/w. 
Let { (Si, O,)};, i be an atlas on X such that %i = D x Uj, Oi = idx rci. Then 
the system (E; - i) on O,(U) = D x C* is represented as follows: 
(E;- 1) 
dy dx=z 
dz W, Y, z) 
dx = Qk Y, z) 
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- sq + ‘%(x, Yt 3) = P2(4 y, s) 
sPd,(x, y, s) QZ(X> Y, 4’ 
where P = de& P, q = deg, Q, P(x, Y, l/s) = %i(x, Y, s),kp, Q(x, y, l/s) = 




dw P,(x, u, w) 
dx = Q3(x, v, w)’ 
K-3) 
where P1, Q3 E OJv, w] are relatively prime. 
dv 1 -=- 
dx t 
where 
dt - tq+29gX, u, t) PJX, v, t) 
N-4) 
-= 
dx f%(x, v, t) = Q&G v, t)’ 
r = deg, P, = max(p, 4+ 2) (if p # q + 2) 
<q+2 (ifp=q+2) , q = deg,Q, = deg, Q, 
and P,, Q4 E CID [II, t] are relatively prime. 
From these systems, we construct the autonomous systems (A; -i) 
(i= l-4) on X (See [4, 1.3)): 
$ = Q(xt Y, z) 
du 
dt(‘) = zQ(x, Y, z) (A;- 1) 
$j = P(x, YT z)  
$ = sQz(x, Y, 3) 
-& = Qzk Y, s) (K-2) 
l g-) = sPz(x, Y, s), 
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* = wQ,(x, u, w) 
dtC3’ 
dx 
dt(4) = tQ.& 0, t) 




Note that the singular initial set 9’ of (E;) is determined by the above 
autonomous systems (About the definition of Y, see [4, 1.43). Let us recall 
the subset S c 9’. S is defined as 
s= fi e;‘(s,), 
i=l 
where Sj is the singularity set of Eq. (A; - i) on Oi(ai), for example, 
S, = {(a, b, c) E D x C2 1 Q(u, b, c) = cQ(a, b, c) 
= P(a, 6, c) = O}. 
Vertical singularity sets, covering singularity sets, the fixed singularity set 
0 = 0, u O2 are determined by the irreducible decomposition of Y (See 
[4, 1.4 and 841). 
Lastly suppose that Q and Q3 are decomposed as 
Q = fj q’%, y). Q(x, Y, 21, 
a=1 
Q3 = fl q$% u). 03(x, 0, w), 
fl=I 
where q@), qiP) are irreducible polynomials and Q, Q3 have no divisors in 
OJy], @,[a], respectively. Let y = 4’*‘(x), u = c$$~‘(x) be the algebraical 
functions obtained by the equations q(‘)(x, y) = 0, q&8)(x, u) = 0, respec- 
tively. 
THEOREM /? (Kimura [3]). Let @ = (f,f’) be a global solution of (F2) 
(= (E;)), 92 the Riemunn surface of a. Suppose that 0 ha an essential 
singularity w on a E D - 0, and let S, denote the cluster set of @ at o. 
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(1) Assume the following condition 
1 
PuttingQ=U’,=,@*)(a) andQ’=U;=lq5$BJ(u), {a}x{b}x 
(C) {z~zEP} d Sfor any beSZ and {u> x {b} x {w[weP) d S 
for any b E 51’. 
Ifo is at most ordinary in (y, y, u, u)-direction (See [4, 1.1, Definition 1.6]), 
then we have the following facts. 
(I) Forsomea,thereexistsb~~~b~(u)s~chthutS,={b}x{z~z~P}, 
orforsome~,thereexistsb~~~~~(u)suchthutS,={b}x{w~w~P}. 
(II) (The Picurd Type Property) Let b be the same point us in (I). 
When b E C, there exists a finite set E c C such that f' takes every value in 
C-E in any aeighborhood % of o. When b = co, there exists a finite set 
E, c C such that -f 'if2 takes every value in C - E, in any neighborhood 
%ofo. 
(2) Assume the condition 
(Cl b> x (YIYEPI x @) d s. 
Zf o is at most ordinary in (z, s, w, t)-direction, then we have the following 
facts. 
(1) Sw={YlYEPIx (4. 
(II) (The Picurd Type Property) There exists u finite set E c C such 
that f takes every value in C - E in any neighborhood %! of CO. 
Remark. In [3], the conditions (C) and (C’) are not assumed. But 
from the arguments in [4, 3.1 and $41, we find that (C) and (C’) must be 
assumed in the ways of proofs as in [3] and this paper. Next, in [3], for 
the case (1) of the above theorem, the condition “@), &iB’ (CI = 1, . . . . 1, 
p = 1, . ..) r) do not have branch points at x= u” is assumed. But we can 
prove Theorem fi without this assumption (See 2, Section 2). 
2. The Main Theorem 
Consider a system of n rational differential equations 
0%) 
where PI, Q,E G,CY~, . . . . y,] are relatively prime (I= 1, . . . . n). 
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According to [4, 1.31, take a rational compactification M of C”, and 
extend (E,) to the systems (E, - i)(i= 1 -WI) on the manifold X= D x M. 
Let (A,-i) denote the autonomous system on X associated with 
Eq. (E, - i) (i = 1 - m). Here we consider that A4 has an atlas {(U,., IC~)}~=, 
and X has an atlas { (ej, O,)}‘“_ 1. 
Let Y be the singular initial set of (E,) in X, and let S c X be the 
singularity set of the systems (A, - i)(i = 1 -m). Note that S c Y, and 
recall the notations T = 9’ - S, S, = O,(S A 9&), Ti = tIi( T n ai). As is stated 
in [4, 1.41, Y is an analytic set in X and is decomposed into vertical 
singularity sets and covering singularity sets. Vertical singularity sets 
are classified into n + 1 types; from the first kind to the (n + 1)th kind. 
Covering singularity sets are classified into n types; from the first kind to 
the nth kind. Fixed singularity sets of (E,) are determined by vertical 
singularity sets and classified into n + 1 types; 0, N 0, + , . 
Let @ be an n-tuple analytic function on D, and 92 the Riemann surface 
of @ (See [4, 1.1 I). Note that there exist a holomorphic mapping 
6: 92 + M and an immersion n x & : 8 + D x M, where M is the rational 
compactification of C” and 7~: B + D is the natural projection. 
Lastly we set 
prj: DxC”+C, (4 Ylt ...Y YJ -+ Y,. 
LEMMA 1. Assume the following two conditions: 
(Cl) (E,) does not have covering singularity sets from the first kind to the 
(n - 2) th kind. 
(C2) aED-@,u ... ~0,~,. 
Then the analytic set 9, = {a} x Mn Y is decomposed into irreducible com- 
ponents as 
K= u {P,}u u { u A:“‘jcDxM. 
rtnlJ UEA, kc/l, 
Here A,, A,, A, are finite sets, P, is a point in (a} x M, AjP) is an 
irreducible analytic set with dim, A jP’ = 1, { uke ,,,, A jP’} is a connected set, 
{U kEn,A~)}n(u,..O.AIp’)}=~ ifa#a’. 
THEOREM 1. Assume the following three conditions: 
(Cl ), (C2) in Lemma 1. 
(C3) AC’ q? S for any u, k. 
Let @ be a global solution of (E,), and let g be the Riemann surface of a. 
Suppose that @ has an essential singularity o on a with the cluster set S,. 
Then we have the following facts. 
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(I) For some c, there exists a subset r, c A, such that 
{4x~,=Uk.r~4J’. 
(II) (The Picard Type Property) Let (9&‘,, Oi) be a chart on X which 
satisfies the condition 
r 
( 1) ai is written as ai = X - A i with an analytic set A i c X, 
(C4) (2) e,(q) = D x C”, 
(3) {a} xS,nC&#qi 
Zf for some j, prj 0 19~( {a) x S, n 42li) = iJk E r, prj 0 Oi( A Ip’ n 42i) is not a finite 
set, then 
(i) The set 
E,=C- u prj(Oi(Ajp’n@i)-Si) 
k E Is 
is a finite set, where I, = {k E f, Ipr,o B,(Ap’n 4!Yi) is not a finite set}. 
(ii) For any neighborhood 42 c 9 of o, there exists an open set Y c 42 
such that (n x &) (-Y^) c ??,li and pri 0 Oi 0 (7~ x 6) takes every value in C - Ej 
on V. 
Remark. As will be shown in the proof of this theorem, there exists a 
unique (r E /i , such that {a} x S, c Uke,,, AC’. If there exists a subset 
/ibc~I~ such that {a}xS,cukGn;Ak (O), then the condition (C3) can be 
weakened as 
(C3’) ‘4p d s foranykEn&, 
and the property (I) holds for this 0‘. 
FIGURE 1 
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From this theorem, we can derive various results. 
Claim 1. Theorem CI is a corollary of Theorem 1 
Claim 2. Theorem p is a corollary of Theorem 1. 
In fact, we will prove Theorem CI, Theorem /? by Theorem 1 in the next 
section. 
Claim 3. For Eq. (F2), we obtain the following theorems in addition to 
Theorem fl. 
THEOREM 2. Let @ = (f, f ‘) and 9 be the same ones as in Theorem p. 
Suppose that @ has an essential singularity o on a E D - 0 with the cluster 
set S,, and that o is essential both in (y, y, v, v)-direction and in (z, s, w, t)- 
direction. Putting 0 = u&=, #(“)(a) and 52’ = Ul,=, #ifi)( we assume the 
condition 
i 
{a}x{b}x{zlzEP} d S foranybEQ, 
(C) {a}x {b}x {wlweP} ck S foranybES2’and 
{a>x{yly~P)x{~) d S. 
Then we have the following facts. 
(I) There exists finite sets A c 52 and A’c Q’ such that S, = 
CUbsA @I x WWI u CUhcd, ~~~xCwlw~P~lu~~ly~P~x~~~. 
(II) (The Picard Type Property) Zf (A u A’) n C # 4, then there exist 
finite sets E, E’ c C such that f, f' take every value in C - E, C - E’, respec- 
tively, on any neighborhood % of o. If A u A’ = { 00 }, then there exist finite 
sets E, E’ c C such that f, -f ‘if2 t a k e every value in C - E, C - E’, respec- 
tively, on any neighborhood ?2 of o. 
Next suppose that aE 0,. Since Eq. (F2) always satisfies the condition 
(Cl ) in Lemma 1, YO = {a} x C'*'n Y is decomposed into irreducible com- 
ponents as 
x?= u v+-J u { u w). 
rcno otn, ken,, 
Here A,, A 1, A, are finite sets, P, is a point in {a} x Z(‘), Ap) is an 
irreducible algebraic curve in {a} x Cc*), { Uks ,,, A jP)} is a connected set, 
and {u,...A~‘}n~(U,..,A~‘)}=~ifo#a’. 
THEOREM 3. Let a E 0, and suppose the condition 
(C) AjP) d S for any o, k. 
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Let CD = (f, f ‘) and W be the same ones as in Theorem /I. Suppose that Q, has 
an essential singularity o on a E O2 with the cluster set S,. 
(1) ?f OJ is at most ordinary in (y, y, v, v)-direction, then 
S,= (b} x {z~zEP} (bEC) or S,= {b} x {w[weP} (bEP*), andwe have 
the same Picard type property as in Theorem j? (1 )(II). 
(2) Zf o is at most ordinary in (z, s, w, t)-direction, then 
So,= {yl YIP} x {cl (cEP), an d we have the same Picard type property as 
in Theorem fi (2)(11). 
(3) Zf o is essential both in (y, y, v, v)-direction and in (z, s, w, t)- 
direction, then 
(I) For some cr~A,, there exists a subset r, c A, such that 
s,= u Ap’. 
k E r, 
(II) (The Picard Type Property) There exist finite sets E, E’ c C 
such that f, f’ take every value in C-E, C-E’ respectively in any 
neighborhood @ of CO. 
Remark. As mentioned in the Remark after Theorem 1, if there exists a 
subset ,4& of a A, c A, such that {a} x S, c Uke,,; Ap’, then the condition 
(C) can be weakened as 
(C) Ap’ d s for any kE A;. 
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 
1. Proofs of Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 
Proof of Lemma 1. Let $. be any covering singularity set of (E,). Since 
Yc is of the (n - l)th kind or the nth kind, dim, Y;.= 2 or 1. When a E O,, 
dimensions of vertical singularity sets contained in {a} x M are at most 
one. When aEO,+l, dimensions of vertical singularity sets contained in 
{a} x M are zero. And {a} x M is compact. From these facts, we obtain the 
desired result. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (I) By the conditions (Cl), (C2), 9, is decomposed 
into irreducible components as in Lemma 1. Since {a> x S, is connected 
and {a} x S,cYO (See [4, Theorem 2 (2)]), we see that {a} x S,c 
U ken, Ap’ for some 6. Set r,= {kEA,J {a} x S,nAp)n T#d}. We will 
prove {a} x S, = UkerO Ap’ in the following. 
Step 1. Take any keT,. Fix any point PE {a}xS,nAp’nT, and 
suppose P E 4Yi. 
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We set P”)= 0,(P) = (a, b) E O,(ai), where b = (b,, . . . . b,). Since 
P E Tn aj, there exists a solution (x(t), #I(t), . . . . 4,(t)) of the equation 
! 
dx 
dt = P)(x, y’li’, . ..) yp, 
dyi” 
dt = Y(li)(x, y’l”, . ..) y?‘) 
\ 
dyjf’ ’ 
--g- = Y!)(x, yi”, . ..) y;,, 
(A, - 4 
which is defined in an open neighborhood A c C of t =0 and satisfies 
conditions: x(t) = a, ($l(O), . . . . 4,(O)) = b, and (4l(t), . . . . 4,(t)) f b. Set 
L = {(a, h(t), . . . . h(t))1 t E A 1. Then, 
Lc T;=f3i(%!in T) and L c e;(A Ip’) (2.1) 
for a sufficiently small A. 
Step 2. Since Pci) E Ti is a non-singular point of (A,, - i), there exist 
an open neighborhood WC I!II~(%~) of P(j), an open neighborhood 
Wza= {(z,,,zl ,..., z,)EC”+‘IIZ~~ <26(i=O ,..., n)} of OEC”+~, and a 
biholomorphic mapping 5: W + WZs, (x, yy’, . . . . yi’) + (z,, z,, . . . . z,) such 
that <(a, b)=OEC”+’ and r transforms Eq. (A, - i) on W into the equa- 
tion 







on W,,. We may assume W n Si = 4 because Si = 19~ (S n $Pi) is closed in 
0,(9&). Next we may assume L c W by taking A sufficiently small. Hence 
the solution (a, qSl(t), . . . . d,(t)) of (A, - i) is transformed into the solution 
(t, 0, . . . . 0) (t E A) of (A). Moreover we may assume A = {t E C 1 1 t I (S}. 
II 
Step 3. For any NE N = { 1,2, 3, . . . }, let a,,,, denote the holomorphic 
l/IV-neighborhood of o (See [4, 1.1, 3 “1). Then, since P E S,, it follows 
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from [4, Proposition 1.2 ( 1) and Proposition 1.101 that there exists a 
sequence {u(“‘)} in W which satisfies the following conditions: 
@l) uCN) E “ZN. 
(S2) Py=e,+x&)(dN))E w. 
(S3) P;’ + P(i) (N+ co). 
(S4) There exists a representative (cc,, V,) of ucN) with the following 
properties: 
(1) V, is an open neighborhood of r~(u(~)) contained in the set 
{XEDI (x--al <l/N}. 
(2) uN is holomorphic on V, and ((x, u,(x))~xE V,} c %i. 
(3) Q,(x, u,(x))‘s (I= 1, . . . . n) do not have zeros on V,, and uN is 
a local solution of (E,). 
(4) Qi’)(x, K~(u,(x)))‘s (I= 1, . . ..n) do not have zeros on V,. 
rci(uN(x)) is a holomorphic solution of (& - i) defined on VN and passing 
Pg). Particularly, 
set [(PC’) = zN = (cbN), ciN), . . . . cLNN’ ). Then, from the conditions (S2), 
(S3), we see that Z,v~ W,*, and that Z, + 0 (N+ co). Hence we may 
assume that 1 CA”’ 1 < 6/2 for any NE N. Let (t + cANI, c1 , . . . . cp’) (N) 
(TV A = (t EC] I t I < 6)) be the solution of (A) which passes Z,, and let 
+N(t) = (-‘(t + CAN’, C(,N), . ..) c iN)) = (xcN)(t), diNI( . . . . q5LN)(t)) (t E A). Then 
QN(t) is the solution of (A, - i) which passes P$. By the conditions 
(S4)(1), (4), x c”‘)(t) has the inverse function t = t(x) defined on an open 
neighborhood UN c I/, of x = n(@), and 
(x, diN’(t(X))t ...Y dj;“)(t(x))) = ei(x, uN(x)) (2.2) 
holds on U,. From this fact and (S4)(4), we have 
{+N(f)If~Aln8=4. (2.3) 
Next the uniformly continuity of 5 -’ : W,, + W shows us the following 
fact: 
For any r>O, there exists N, EN such that 
(*) 
(2) IfNaN,, thenforany tcA, 
1 xcN)( t) - a 1 < r, 
I 4!N’(t) - 4dt)l <r (I = 1, . ..) n). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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By (2.2), (2.3), and (2.4), we find that for any r > 0, if N> N,, then we have 
ei((n x @Wr’,) n %‘i) = {hv(f)l t E A 1. (2.6) 
The fact (*) and (2.6) implies that for any point (a, tj(t))e L, 
&+(a, $(t)) E (4 x s, ,-J ei. Therefore, from this fact and (2.1), we have 
PEOi’(L)c {a} xS,nA$)n T. (2.7 1 
Step 4. A jP’ is an irreducible analytic set with dim, AjP’= 1, and by 
the assumption (C3), A p’ & S. Therefore, Af’ n S is a finite set and 
Af’)nT=Ap)-ApInS is connected. Since {a)xS, is closed in X, 
{u} xS,nAp’ n T is closed in A p) n T. While, since 8; ‘(L) is open in 
Ap’ n T, (2.7) implies that {a} x S, n A Ip’ n T is an open set in ApI n T. 
Moreover, by the assumption, {u> x S, n Ap’ n T# 4. From these facts, 
we have 
{u}xS,nA~‘nT=A~‘nT. (2.8) 
lJl, c Ll x 14 
FIGURE 2 
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Hence, 
where - means the closure in X= D x M. Consequently we have 
(a} xS,nAlp)=Ap’. 
Step 5. From (2.9), we see that 
(2.9) 
u AP’c {u} x&c u At’. 
k E I-, kc& 
Suppose that uke rO A:’ 5 {a> x S,. Then there exists a point Q, E 
{a}xS, such that Qo~{a}xS,nU,,,“-,Alu’,nSand Q,,#UkcTOAp). 
Take any point Q, E Uks r, Ap’. Since {a} x S, is connected, there exists a 
curve Cin (a}xS,cU,.,~A p’ which joins Q, to Qi. Since (Jkerc Ap’ 
is compact and {a} x S,n lJ,E,,prc Ai”) n S is a finite set, there exists a 
point Q+ @bG4J,,A~-r~ AI”’ n T, which contradicts the assumption 
of f,. Therefore, {a} x S, = Ukcr, Ap’. 
(II) Step 1. Let 




be the irreducible decomposition of ya. We will prove that if A f’ n ei # 4, 
then prj(O,(Ar’ n 45~~)) is a single point set or a set C - {a finite number of 
points}. 
Suppose that A, Co) n qi # 4. Since A, (b) q.5 Ai, Ap’n Ai is a finite set. So 
if we set ~~‘=O,(A~‘n4!~), a(z) is an irreducible analytic set in 
Oi(ai) = D x C” with dim, jr’= 1, and af’c 5$. 
Now let us take P,=Px ... x P as a rational compactification of 
n 
Ki( Ui) = C” and extend Eq. (E, - i) on D x K~( Uj) to systems on 
Y = D x P,. To avoid confusion, we call Eq. (E, - i) by another name (G,). 
Let (G, - i)(i= 1 N m’) be the extended systems of (G,) onto Y, (B, - i) 
the autonomous system associated with (G, - i), 9 t Y the singular initial 
set of (G,) determined by (B, - i)‘s (i= 1 -ml), and pa = {u} x P, n 9. 
Since (G,) is Eq. (E, - i), we have pan C” = Oi($“n 4!.$). Therefore there 
exists an irreducible component A” of 9 with dim, A” = 1 such that 
an (a} xC”=Ajp’. 
Next we set 
jFj: {u} xP,+P, 4 Yl3 ...3 Yn) + Vj. 
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Since pj is a proper holomorphic mapping, by a theorem of Remmert 
(See [S]), pj(a) consists of one point or pri(A”)=P. Therefore 
pr,(Aljp’) =p7,(A” n {a} x Cn) is a single point set or a set C- (u finite 
number of points}, because A” n (a} x (P, - CY) is a finite set. 
Step 2. From the result in (I), we have 
j?rj(Oi({U} XSof3%i))= U prj(ef(Ap'n%i)). 
k E F,, 
Let I,= {kEr,Iprj(e,(AIP)n~i))=C- {u finite number of points}}. 
For any k E Z,, we see that 
number of points}, because 
we obtain the result (i) in (II). 
Step 3. Let us take any k E Z, and fix it in the following. As in Step 1, 
set a~)=@,(Ajp’n&J, then prj(a 0 i)-Si)=C--Z?, where ,@cC is a finite 
set. 
For any ~EC-Z?, take a hyperplane Z7,=Dx {(y’,“,...,y:‘)~ 
C” 1 yj” = b} c 19,(4&). Then ZZb n alp’ is a finite set, because as in Step 1, 
Jr) = 2 n {a} x C” and {u} x { (yy’, . . . . yf’) E P, 1 yj” = b} n A” is a finite 
set, where 2 is an irreducible analytic set in {u} x P, with dim, A” = 1. 
Choose any point Pci) E ZZ n a(O) and regard it as the same point Pci) as in 
the proof of (I). Moreovebr, let kus consider that L, A, W, Wzs, 5, (A) are 
the same ones as in the proof of (I). 
17, n W is a pure n-dimensional analytic set in W. Then C, = <(ZZb n W) 
is also a pure n-dimensional analytic set in W,,. Note that taking 6 > 0 
sufficiently small, we may assume that C, n {(t, 0, . . . . O)l t E A} = { 0} (See 
n 
Fig. 3). Since 0 E C,, there exist an open neighborhood V of 0 contained in 
the set ((z,, z,, . . . . z,) E Cn+’ 1 lzil <S/2 (i=O, . . . . n)} and a holomorphic 
function f which is defined on V, not identically zero and satisfies the 
condition 
Cbn v= {h, z')Ifh, z')=O}, 
where z’ = (zi, . . . . z,). Set F(z,) =f (zo, 0), where 0 = (0, . . . . 0). If F(0) =0 
and a’F/a’z,,(O) = 0 (I = 1, 2, 3, . ..). then F(z,) =f ;z,, 0) = 0 and 
{(t,O ,..., O)ItE:A}cCb. Th is contradicts the assumption. Therefore, there 
exists i positive integer s such that F(0) = 0, a’l;la’z,(O) = 0 (I= 1, . . . . s - 1 ), 
and a’F/aszO(0) #O. From this fact, we may assume that 









V’ ” ! Cb .,’ 
ur- 0 .- .li / SCL, 
(Z l'...'Z") - z3 
FIGURE 3 
v’ = ((Z,) . ..) 2,) 1 z, 1 <E (I= 1, . ..) n)} with 0<~<6/2, and that (Z,n V, 
p’) represents an s-sheeted branched covering on V’, where p’: If-+ v’, 
(20, 2’) + 2’ and p’(Z,n V)= I/’ (See [5]). Therefore, if Jc,J <E 
(I= 0, . ..) n), then the solution (q, + t, c,, . . . . c,)(t~ d) of (A) inevitably 
intersects Z,. 
Step 4. Now, fix any positive number r. From the result in Step 3, and 
the fact (*) and (2.6) in the proof of (I), we find that there exists a number. 
N, b E N which satisfies the following condition: 
If N> N,,b, then there exists a solution tiN(f) = 
(xcN’(t), +5iN’(r), . . .. diN’(t))(t E d) of (A, - i) such that 
prj({9N(t)lfEd})={~IN’(t)I tEd}3b, 
@i((~x@,)(%!,)n@i!i)3 {O~(t)ltE~). 
Hence, if we set V = (rc x d))’ (42i)n92r, then V c%~ is open, 
(n x 6)(V) c %$, and prjo Bio (rr x 4)(Y) 3 C - & From this fact and the 
arguments in Step 2, we obtain the desired result (ii) in (II). Q.E.D. 
2. PROOFS OF THE OTHER THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem a. From the results in [4, $21, we see that the 
conditions (Cl), (C2), (C3) are always satisfied. 
(I) When 5 E 0 i , Y; = { 5 ) x P. Then, from Theorem 1 (I), S, = P. 
(II) As a chart in the condition (C4) in Theorem 1, take 
(%i, 0,) = (D x C, id). Then (II) is obvious from Theorem 1 (II), because 
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c-P+4(5) x S” n%)-S,) = C-pr({l} xc-s,) = {qlP(5,~)=0}, 
where pr: C2 + C, (x, y) +y. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem /I. The condition (Cl) always holds for Eq. (F2). 
Since UE D -0, the condition (C2) is also satisfied. By the results in 
[4, $41, we see that YU is written as 
x= IJ {++}x(zlzEP}u iJ {a}x{b}x{w~wEP} 
baR bcQ’ 
or as 
z= u (a}x(b}x(zlzEP} 
bEC2 
(1) (I) By the assumption, there exists either bei such that 
{u} x&c (u} x {b} x {z~zEP} or bEQ’ such that {u} xS,c (u} x 
(6) x {WI WEP}. Since {u}x{b}x{zlz~P} dS and {u}x{b}x 
{w[weP} d S, by the R emark after Theorem 1, the result in Theorem 1 
(I) is applicable to this case even if the condition (C3) does not hold. 
(II) When b E C, take (%,, 0,) = (D x C2, id) as the chart in the 
condition (C4). When b = co, take (%$, 0,). Then we obtain the desired 
results. 
(2) (I) By the assumption, it follows that {u} x S,c {u} x 
{YIY~Pb+~. s o it is apparent from the condition (C’) and 
Theorem 1 (I). 
(II) As the chart in the condition (C4), take (a*, 0,). Since 
pry 0 8,o (rc x 6) =f, we obtain the desired result, where pr,: D x C2 -+ C, 
(4 Y, s) + Y. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The conditions (Cl), (C2), (C3) are all satisfied. 
(I) By the assumption on S,, Ya is described as 
Yu= u {u}x{b}x {zIzEP} 
bcR 
u U {~>x{b~x{wlw~P~ 
btR’ 
Since Y: is connected, {u} x S, is expressed as the desired form. 
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(II) When (dud’)nC#& take (4!&,02) forfand take (al,@,)= 
(D x C2, id) forf’ as the charts in the condition (C4). When A u A’ = (cc }, 
take (ez, 19,) forfand take (a3, 19,) for -f'/f 2. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By the assumption, the conditions (Cl), (C2), 
(C3) are all satisfied. Then it is apparent from Theorem 1 and Theorem j3. 
Q.E.D. 
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